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In this book, criminologist and experienced educator John E. Eck draws on decades of

academic and professional writing experience to provide an analytical toolkit for clear

professional writing. This book focuses on the essential objective of clarity, and addresses

topics seldom addressed in other books, such as ethics beyond plagiarism; writing with co-

authors; organizing complex ideas; using analytics to improve writing; crafting strong

beginnings and endings; using examples and metaphors; and integrating tables, charts, and

diagrams.As universities continue to demand writing-intensive courses in the social sciences,

this book is indispensable in university settings and throughout a professional career. The

reader will use the practical advice, examples, and exercises in this book to master a method

for clear writing unimpaired by stereotypical academic jargon. The book will help both new and

seasoned researchers seeking to translate their work into a clear and accessible presentation

for both professional and lay audiences. Designed for and field-tested with graduate and

advanced undergraduate students, this lively and easy-to-read book will work for courses

taught in criminology, sociology, geography, and other social sciences, and will enable scholars

to extend and broaden the impact of their research.0�
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